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Teaching for Success: Learning and Learners	

WEEK 4 ASSESSING LEARNING 

Correction codes and comments - adult 

This is a piece of writing an adult learner (at intermediate level or B1 CEFR level) wrote 
during an IELTS preparation course. The work was submitted electronically, and the 

teacher has used highlighting as a correction code. The teacher has given their feedback 
by referring to IELTS writing criteria. 

Note that there are no spelling mistakes! These were probably corrected by using the 
spellcheck. 

Writing task – opinion essay 

The number of overweight children is increasing. What are the reasons for this increase, 
and what are possible solutions? (Write at least 250 words) 

Nowadays, there is an alarming increase in the percentage of overweight children. Some of 
these reasons may be due to the greater consumptions of fast food; other is due to the 
changes in the way of living for the most of the parents. This essay will illustrate some causes 
of children overweight.  

There are a large number of restaurants and fast food shops specialized for children all 
around, and they are using different ways of advertisement to attract the children, like the 
toys and images for the famous characters on the food outer covers, this will increase the 
children demand for those products. Also the children are spending a long time watching 
TV and playing video games, which will encourage the consumption of fast food. Most of the 

children are doing exercises and sports (Like football, basketballs…) better without brackets 
and …, these activities will help them burning fat and reduce their overweight and it will 
improve their self-esteem.   

On the other hand, most of the parents’ life became stressful and busy all the time, and the 
majority of the mothers are working, they are spending the whole day outside their house 
away from home, so they are unable to prepare a healthy food for their children, so they 
are obliged to order ready meals from the restaurants and supermarkets. 

To sum up, the parents must take care about what their children are eating because the 
overweight children may face different health and psychological problems in the future. Also 
the government must control the kid’s fast food advertisement in order to reduce this 
problem, and they may give the necessary information to the people for better and healthy 
life.   

A good effort here. You use of paragraphs is better than last time. See my more detailed 
comments below. Good luck in the ‘real’ exam!  

Task achievement 

Word count is over 250 – good! 

You answer the question by giving different reasons for the increase in overweight 
children and suggesting some solutions. You could expand your answer a little further by 
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The tone is appropriate to the task – quite formal 

Coherence and cohesion 

You have used paragraphs well, in general, and there is an introduction and conclusion 

The switch from problem to solution in paragraph 2 is a little abrupt – a linking word would 
help here, or putting the solution in a separate paragraph 

You use a range of linking words/phrases  

Some inaccuracies in referencing – overuse of ‘the’ is a grammar issue too 

Lexical resource 

Some evidence of range and use of collocation/phrases e.g. ‘improve their self-esteem’ 
‘burn fat’ – good. 

At times you could be more specific, e.g. ‘give the necessary information’ ‘control the 
children’s advertisement’ – what do you mean exactly? Which information? How should 
they be controlled? 
 

Grammatical resource 

Some evidence of range and ability to use complex sentences – good, you’ve improved 

this over the course J 

Inappropriacies/wrong word choice/inaccuracies are highlighted. Misuse of ‘the’ 

Try to correct these yourself and ask if you need help J 


